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ABSTRACT 

While log law is an equation theoretically derived for near-bed region, in most cases, power law has been researched by 
experimental methods. Thus, many consider it as an empirical equation and fixed power law exponents such as 1/6 and 
1/7 are generally applied. However, exponent of power law is an index representing bed resistance related with relative 
roughness and furthermore influences the shapes of vertical velocity distribution. The purpose of this study is to inves-
tigate characteristics of vertical velocity distribution of the natural rivers by testing and optimizing previous methods 
used for determination of power law exponent with vertical velocity distribution data collected with ADCPs during the 
years of 2005 to 2009 from rivers in South Korea. Roughness coefficient has been calculated from the equation of Lim-
erinos. And using theoretical and empirical formulae, and representing relationships between bed resistance and power 
law exponent, it has been evaluated whether the exponents suggested by these equations appropriately reproduce verti-
cal velocity distribution of actual rivers. As a result, it has been confirmed that there is an increasing trend of power law 
exponent as bed resistance increases. Therefore, in order to correctly predict vertical velocity distribution in the natural 
rivers, it is necessary to use an exponent that reflects flow conditions at the field. 
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1. Introduction 

In most cases, velocity profiles in wide open channels are 
expressed by either log law or power law. These laws are 
widely used not because they are theoretically perfected 
but rather because they are relatively more correct in 
representing actual vertical velocity profiles. And it is 
more so in terms of engineering approach especially 
when power law is used. While log law is theoretically 
derived and universally applied to open channel flow, 
power law has been studied using experimental methods. 
However, although log law is derived from theoretical 
backgrounds, it doesn’t necessarily mean that it can be 
applied throughout the entire depth zone. Log law is 
originally derived for inner region, which is about 20% 
of the entire depth. As velocity distribution in the outer 
region is affected by wake, it deviates extrapolated line 
from the classical log law. On the other hand, because 
power law is simple to use and can define the entire flow  

 
region into one equation, when it is applied to application 
programs of measuring devices like ADCPs, it is used in 
calculating velocities in the unmeasured zones that are 
near both water surface and riverbed to determine dis- 
charge [1,2]. However, in case of power law, the problem 
is to find how exponent is going to be determined when 
power law is applied to actual rivers. Generally, 1/6th or 
1/7th powers are widely used as exponents of power law. 
Since vertical velocity change rate differs according to 
what number is used as the exponent, it is considered as 
an important factor to minimize the error in discharge 
measurements using ADCPs. For this reason, a recent 
work recommends that it is desirable to use an power law 
exponent obtained from normalized velocity profiles of 
the entire cross section and multiple transects [3]. 

Most previous studies concerning determination of 
power law exponent have merely dealt with values from 
1/4 to 1/12 according to whether flow condition is 
hydraulically smooth or fully rough, because power law 
exponent varies with Reynolds number or relative  *Corresponding author. 
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roughness [4,5]. Although some studies presented the 
relationship of the power law exponent in association 
with bed resistance through theoretical derivation and 
with experimental data [4,6-8], because of the assump- 
tions within these equations, they should be appropriately 
validated before it is actually applied to river channels. 

Due to inevitable use of power law to extrapolate 
bottom and top velocities during moving-vessel ADCP 
measurements, significance of its exponent was noticed 
by an early ADCP study [9]. Some studies on post- 
processing of ADCP data also treated instantaneous 
vertical velocity distribution, but they either use log law 
or accept common value of power law exponent, i.e. 1/6 
without special consideration [10,11]. Recent studies 
focused on vertical velocity distribution model (including 
log and power laws) as an element of uncertainty [2,12]. 
More lately, a computer model named extrap was de- 
veloped for the need of field hydrologists to practically 
set the power law exponent based on actually measured 
data [3]. Similarly, Le Coz et al. [13] used measured 
transect data to make vertical velocity distribution func- 
tion apply to fixed, side-looking acoustic profilers. How- 
ever, for proper use of power law exponent, general 
guideline based on sound theoretical background should 
be provided. 

The purpose of this study is to express streamwise of 
vertical velocity distribution of actual river channel using 
power law and to determine power law exponent 
appropriate for flow condition of natural river channels. 
First, the theoretical relationship between power law 
exponent and bed resistance was analyzed by comparing 
depth-averaged and maximum velocities. In order to 
examine whether the previous power law exponent 
equations in [4,6-8] can appropriately represent vertical 
velocity distribution of actual rivers, these equations 
were evaluated using ADCP data acquired from several 
natural rivers of South Korea during the period between 
2005 and 2009. Also, it was investigated whether it is 
valid to use the widely used fixed exponents like 1/6 or 
1/7 and vertical velocity distribution using them was 
compared with that from the power law exponent 
equation both quantitatively and qualitatively. By doing 
this, we propose a method to reproduce realistic vertical 
velocity distribution considering roughness condition of 
riverbed.  

2. Background—Power Law and Flow  
Resistance 

In open channel flow, velocity at a certain point above 
the riverbed can be expressed as a form of power 
function using depth ratio. Therefore power law can be 
expressed as follows. 

1 m

a

u y

u a
   
 

               (1) 

where,  is stream-wise time-mean velocity and  is 
upward bed-normal distance above datum. au  is 
velocity at point  where it is vertically deviated from 
river bottom. 

u y

a
1 m  is power law exponent. When 

Equation (1) is applied to the near-bed flow region,  
can be replaced by the shear velocity,  and  
replaced by vertical point of zero velocity, 0  with an 
additional coefficient before the right hand side. 0  is 
also replaced by either the wall unit, 

au
a*u

y
y

*u  (where,   
is the kinematic viscosity coefficient of water) for a 
smooth bed, or the roughness height, sk  for a rough 
bed. 

On the other hand, universal equation of logarithmic 
law (shortly, log law) which represents vertical velocity 
distribution of flow together with power law is as 
follows. 

* 0

1
ln

u

u y
 

 
 

y
              (2) 

where,   is von Karman constant, which is approxi- 
mately 0.41. 

Log law is well defined because von Karman constant 
is already experimentally determined whereas power law 
has some restrictions in usage because exponent 1 m  
varies with Reynolds number and roughness of bed [8]. 
Nevertheless, although log law is theoretically correct 
both for inner and overlap regions, because power law 
can be applied to the whole flow region, the merit of 
power law stands where it can simply represent vertical 
velocity distribution of a river given problems involving 
1 m  are solved. 

There are many studies on  dealing with power law 
for both pipe and open-channel flows. According to Chen, 
each  value has its effective and applicable flow 
condition based on Reynolds number and bed material 
type. The exponent 

m

m

1 m , derived from Manning 
equation, has a value 1/6 and can be globally applied to 
actual river channel flow both practically and 
theoretically. The one-seventh power equation known as 
Blasius formula is often used for hydraulically smooth 
flows, while Lacey’s one-fourth power formula is 
accepted as suitable one for alluvial channel or gravel- 
bed river flow [4]. Thus, power law exponent is an index 
that reflects flow resistance of a river and there have 
been continuous efforts to find a suitable  value for a 
variety of flow conditions based on theoretical analysis 
on the characteristics of power law exponent. 

m

Extension of application of log law to outer region by 
integrating Equations (1) and (2) for entire depth brings 
about Equations (3) and (4), respectively. 
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where,  is depth-averaged streamwise velocity and U
H  is water depth. Also, when y H  maxu u  is 
applied to Equations (1) and (2) to bind with Equations 
(3) and (4) respectively, the following equations can be 
obtained. 

max

* *1

uU m

u m u



               (5)  

max

* *

1uU

u u 
                  (6)  

Combination of Equations (5) and (6) by elimination 
of max *u u  results in Equation (7) which represent 
relationship between power law exponent  and bed 
resistance expressed as 

m

*U u . It is the same as the 
relationship between  and m f  indicated in [4]. 

*

U
m

u
                   (7) 

*U u  can be exchanged into other form shown in 
Equation (8) by adopting either Darcy-Weisbach friction 
factor f , Chezy’s coefficient , or Manning’s 
roughness coefficient  in the equation (In SI unit).  

C
n

   2 2 1 3
* 8U u f C g R gn   2  (8) 

Therefore, as derived above, power law exponent  
may be expressed as a function of flow resistance. And 
this means that  is a function of Reynolds number 
and relative roughness of a riverbed. Relationship be- 
tween power law exponent  and flow resistance 
shown in Equation (7) has also been suggested in both 
Hinze [6] and ISO (International Organization for Stan- 
dard) report [7]. 

m

m

m

1.2m f   Hinze          (9) 

2
0.3ver

ver

gC
m

g g C

 
   

   ISO      (10) 

The value 1.2 in the right side of the Hinze equation is 
replaced by 1.16 to make Equation (7). And if we include 
a term that changes with Chezy’s coefficient instead of 
constant  from Equation (7), ISO equation (Equation 
(10) can be obtained. 



Furthermore, focusing on the fact that log law is an 
equation theoretically suitable for overlap region and the 
fact that power law can be derived from first-order 
approximation of log law, Cheng proved that power law 

exponent is a function of ratio between the thickness of 
the inner region and hydrodynamic roughness length [8]. 
Since both  in power law and Darcy-Weisbach 
friction factor 

m
f  are functions of relative roughness 

height and Reynolds number, Cheng proposed an 
empirical relation connecting the two using relationship 
of equation on f  with  obtained from Nikuradze’s 
experiment [8]. 

m

0.431.37m f   Cheng           (11) 

Each equation on power law exponent above men- 
tioned has some assumptions related to its derivation 
process or underlying data that they are based on. For 
example, Chen assumed that velocity profile for outer 
region follows log law as well, while equations by Hinze 
and Cheng applied experimental results on pipe flow to 
open-channel. Hence, in order to study actual flow of a 
natural river using the power law, one has to be able to 
predict power law exponent suitable for each flow 
conditions, and for this, there need to be comparing 
processes of power law exponent equations suggested 
prior with vertical velocity distribution in actual rivers. 

3. Field Measurements by ADCPs 

Providing flow measurement in a fast and simple manner, 
acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) are widely 
used in field measurement in natural rivers. Since ADCP 
generally finds vertical velocity distribution within a few 
seconds, it can be used to getting cross-sectional velocity 
distribution and discharge by simply transecting a river. 
However, when flow is measured using ADCP, there are 
immeasurable zones near water surface and riverbed 
because of instrumentally inherent limitation. Because of 
that, ancillary ADCP software includes equations that 
can extrapolate upper and lower unmeasured zones using 
the data from the middle measured zone. In this case, 
power law is used to calculate the flow velocity of im- 
measurable zones where 1/6 is widely used as the default 
exponent of power law. Therefore, discontinuity may 
occur between measured velocities and extrapolated ones 
from the power law on 1/6th power. 

In this study, power law exponent was evaluated 
according to different flow conditions using vertical 
velocity distribution data measured with ADCP at natural 
rivers in South Korea. Measurement was mainly made 
during summer flood seasons of years 2005 to 2009 at 11 
river sites with different widths, depths, and bed material 
sizes (Table 1). Representative bed material size for each 
site is expressed as d50 that lies in the range of 0.007 to 
0.158 m. The map of the measurement sites and the 
photo of actual measurement scene are given in Figure 
1. 

Two Sontek three-beam ADCPs were used for mea-      
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Figure 1. Field measurement sites (left) and actual measurement scene (right). 
 

Table 1. General information on field measurement sites. 

Sites Location 
Catchment area 

(km2) 
bed material size

(d50, m) 
Width*

(m) 
Year of measurement 

Number  
of measurements 

Goesan 
127˚50'33.5''E 

36˚46'02.1''N 
671 0.138 110 2005~2008 18 

Jeoksung 
126˚55'06.3''E 

37˚59’13.9''N 
6,750 0.158 310 2008~2009 9 

Yeoju 
127˚38'52.3''E 

37˚17'48.5''N 
11,104 0.019 360 2008~2009 7 

Nampyeong 
126˚50'47.9''E 

35˚02'56.4''N 
576 0.038 130 2009 3 

Namhangang 
127˚44'45.3''E 

37˚12'18.0''N 
8,871 0.082 230 2009 3 

Tancheon 
127˚07'07.2''E 

37˚28'25.9''N 
204 0.023 80 2009 3 

Goegang 
127˚49'17.3''E 

36˚48'12.8''N 
868 0.118 150 2009 1 

Ipo 
127˚32'20.0''E 

37˚24'05.2''N 
11,736 0.076 470 2009 2 

Sumgang 
127˚44'50.4''E 

37˚14'31.6''N 
1,479 0.059 130 2009 2 

Hwacheon 
127˚45'48.4''E 

38˚06'23.9''N 
3,846 0.093 160 2009 2 

Samhap 
127˚43'08.0''E 

37˚12'08.1''N 
569 0.007 100 2009 1 

*This width is a medium value of all the measurement. 

 
surement, each has acoustic frequency of 1.0 MHz and 
3.0 MHz. And these ADCP were installed onto a 
platform that was hung down from a bridge onto the river 
surface using a rope (Figure 1). The ADCP-mounted 

platform was not immobile at a fixed position, but 
actually moved with flow of water. Thus, measurement 
position was often changed with time as there could be 
pitching and rolling motions while vertical velocity 
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distribution data were being obtained. However, con- 
sidering that velocity vectors measured by the ADCP are 
spatially averaged and that covered area by three 
different acoustic beams is small compared to entire 
width, the effect of the motion of platform on velocity 
measurement is negligible. In this study, the 1.0 MHz 
ADCP was used for deeper water with depth of 4m or 
more, the 3.0 MHz ADCP was used for shallower water 
with depth of 4m or less and these measured data of 
vertical velocity distribution have measurable area ratio 
of 60% to 70% to the total depth.  

Instantaneous velocities at one point fluctuate contin- 
uously due to turbulence. They should be temporally ave- 
raged for being meaningful data from engineering view- 
point. The ADCP measures one instantaneous vertical 
velocity distribution every 5 seconds for each ensemble. 
Although each velocity ensemble obtained every 5 se- 

conds is an average of it in the 5 second duration, mea- 
surement should be made for a long period of time to 
allow sufficient time-averaged flow because there are 
temporal fluctuations in a continuous measurement at 
each point. But this “sufficiently long period of time” to 
determine true value for a mean velocity differs for each 
investigation [14]. In this study, time-averaged velocity 
distribution data over 60 seconds were used for assessing 
power law exponent equations. 

4. Evaluation of the Power Law Exponent 
Formulas 

4.1. Power Law Exponent Formulas and  
Practical Vertical Velocity Distribution 

The following form of power law equation was fitted to 
measured data listed in Table 2 in order to examine  

 
Table 2. Vertical velocity distribution datasets measured with ADCP. 

Sites Cases 
Exposure  
time (s) 

depth 
(m) 

number of 
measured cells

Sites Cases 
Exposure 
time (s) 

depth 
(m) 

number of 
measured cells

GS080725_1 600 2.01 9 JS080804_1 600 3.06 11 

GS080725_2 600 2.02 9 JS080804_2 600 2.66 9 

GS080725_3 600 2.77 13 JS080804_3 600 2.50 9 

GS080725_4 600 2.79 13 JS080804_4 600 2.50 9 

GS050712_1 300 1.78 6 JS090715_1 600 10.00 11 

GS050712_2 300 1.84 6 JS090715_2 600 10.00 11 

GS060711_1 60 1.54 5 JS090715_3 600 9.50 10 

GS060717_1 60 3.11 8 JS090716_1 600 4.11 12 

GS060717_2 60 3.11 8 

Jeoksung 

JS090716_2 600 3.93 12 

GS060717_3 60 2.54 5 NP090707_1 600 3.84 11 

GS060717_4 60 2.30 4 NP090707_2 600 3.76 14 

GS060718_1 60 3.61 10 

Nampyeong 

NP090707_3 600 3.64 14 

GS060718_2 60 3.24 9 NH090710_1 600 3.05 13 

GS060718_3 60 3.57 10 NH090721_1 600 3.71 14 

GS070724_1 60 2.15 6 

Namhangang

NH090721_2 600 4.81 16 

GS070724_2 60 2.10 6 TC090712_1 600 4.06 11 

GS070808_1 60 2.09 6 TC090712_2 600 3.90 11 

Goesan 

GS070808_2 60 2.36 7 

Tancheon 

TC090712_3 600 4.10 13 

YJ080825_1 600 4.74 15 Goegang GG090721_1 600 2.11 10 

YJ090825_2 600 3.54 13 IP090721_1 600 2.91 10 

YJ090713_1 600 8.09 12 
Ipo 

IP090721_2 600 3.05 11 

YJ090713_2 600 9.00 14 SG090812_1 600 2.37 11 

YJ090713_3 600 5.11 12 
Sumgang 

SG090812_2 600 2.18 10 

YJ090714_1 600 6.79 12 HC090507_1 600 2.17 6 

Yeoju 

YJ090714_2 300 11.25 18 
Hwacheon 

HC090507_2 600 2.24 6 

Samhap SH090812_1 300 1.80 6 Total 11 sites, 51 cases 
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resulting exponent. 

1 mu cy                 (12) 

where, c is a variable. For fitting, least squared curve 
fitting function in Grapher 7 software (Golden software, 
Inc.) was used. To compare  value for each site that 
is determined from Equation (12) with one that is 
calculated by the previous theoretical and empirical 
equations, bed resistance under each flow condition at 
the time of measurement was estimated. Based on 
representative bed material size 50  for each site, 
Chezy’s coefficient 

m

d
 1 6C R n   for measured data was 

calculated using Limerinos formula as follows [15]: 

 1 6
50

0.11288

2.03log 0.35

n

R dR



      (13) 

where,  is Manning roughness coefficient and  is 
hydraulic radius. Limerinos’ formula was established 
based on 50 data obtained from gravel-bed rivers in 
California. In his study, 50  has a range of 6 mm to 253 
mm. In this study, instead of hydraulic radius, depth was 
used because all sites are very wide and shallow channels 
where the width is more than 10 times depth. 

n R

d

Equations on power law exponent proposed by Hinze 
(Equation (9)), Chen (Equation (7)), ISO (Equation (10)), 
and Cheng (Equation 11) are compared with measure- 
ment data from 11 rivers. Figure 2 compares  values 
in the fit curves from actual measurements with those 
from the previous equations. Using the relationship 
between Chezy’s coefficient C which represents flow 
resistance and  value, it is examined whether or not 
the previous equations related to power law exponent 
properly reproduce vertical velocity distribution of actual 
rivers. The  values of fit curves in Figure 2(a) are 
given as classified according to water depth, while they 
are divided according to bed material size in Figure 2(b). 
Although the  values of fit curves appear to be larger 
than lines of the previous equations, both show similar 
characteristic of increasing tendency of  with Chezy’s 
coefficient. This means that the larger flowre-sistance 
becomes, the more power law exponent 

m

m

m

m

m
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(b) 

Figure 2. Relationship between Chezy’s coefficient and m. 
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m  becomes. 
In addition, since Chezy’s coefficient relates to relative 
roughness, considering Figures 2(a) and (b) together, 
there are cases where there are higher  values greater 
than 6 when deep water flows over coarse bed material, 
and in contrast to that, when shallow water flows over 
relatively finer bed material, there are cases where there 
are  values closer to 4. Comparison of calculated  
values from the four equations with fitting  is shown 
in Figure 3. The horizontal and vertical axes mean fitting 

 and calculated  from each equation respectively. 
As the calculated  nears the diagonal line, this means 
that the equation can predict  value close to real 
velocity distribution. In most cases,  values calcu- 
lated by the four equations tend to be smaller than 

m m
m

m m
m

m

Figure 3. Comparison of fitting  and calculated . m m
 
the actual measurement. 

To evaluate how similarly the four equations on power 
law exponent reproduce real velocity distribution, cal- 
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culated velocities by the four equations are compared 
with sufficiently long period of time, 600-second mean 
ones measured in three sites which are separated by the 
size of bed material using the following equation. 


# 2

. .
1

cell

nobs neq
n

u u


            (14) 

where, .nobs  is measured velocity at the  th cell 
from water surface and .neq  

is the calculated velocity 
for the corresponding position. 

u n
u

Table 3 shows results from three different groups: 
data from Jeoksung and Yeoju sites that are expected to 
have relatively high (  less than 4) and small (  
larger than 6) bed resistances, respectively, and data from 
Namhangang site, which has a moderate bed resistance. 
Comparison of calculated vertical velocity distribution 
based on  by each equation with measured one shows 
that Chen’s equation (Equation (7)) gives out the most 
similar values for 4 among 18 cases, but Hinze’s 
equation (Equation (9)), ISO (Equation (10)) and 

m m

m

Cheng’s equation (Equation (11)) give out the most 
similar values for 3, 2, 1 cases, respectively. Also, 
Common power law equations with 1/6 and 1/7 as 
exponents give best fit for 2 and 6 cases respectively. 
However, when the value in Equation (14) is added to all 
cases in Table 3 as they are expressed as summation, we 
can see equation by ISO gives out the best overall result 
according to each case. 

When examined site wise, calculated  of Jeoksung 
in Table 3 from each equation lies in the range of 3.15 to 
5.24, and the equation of vertical velocity distribution 
using  has gentler streamwise velocity gradient near 
the riverbed compared to that of 1/6th power equation. 
Because of this, in 5 cases among 9 of the Jeoksung site, 
vertical velocity distribution close to actual flow velocity 
can be obtained when calculated  is used. But, for 3 
cases which have depth greater than 9.5 m, relative 
roughness is smaller and calculated  falls into 4.48 to 
5.24. In these cases, 1/6th and 1/7th power shows more fit 
results. For Namhangang cases, calculated m  from 

m

m

m

m

 
Table 3. Comparison of measured and calculated vertical velocity distributions based on  using each equation. m

m   
#

2

. .
1

cell

nobs neq
n

u u



 

Site Case 
Hinze 

(1975) 

Chen 

(1991) 

ISO 

(1997)

Cheng

(2007)

1/6th

power

1/7th

power

Hinze

(1975)

Chen

(1991)

ISO 

(1997) 

Cheng 

(2007) 

1/6th

power

1/7th

power

JS080804_1 3.56 3.35 4.30 3.49 6.0 7.0 0.2274 0.2946 0.0853 0.2480 *0.0041 0.0073

JS080804_2 3.41 3.21 4.19 3.36 6.0 7.0 0.0745 *0.0641 0.1508 0.0715 0.3584 0.4547

JS080804_3 3.34 3.15 4.14 3.31 6.0 7.0 *0.0066 0.0211 0.0167 0.0086 0.1610 0.2393

JS080804_4 3.34 3.15 4.14 3.31 6.0 7.0 0.0300 0.0561 *0.0028 0.0340 0.0954 0.1566

JS090715_1 4.81 4.53 5.24 4.52 6.0 7.0 0.1884 0.2434 0.1281 0.2452 0.0674 *0.0366

JS090715_2 4.81 4.53 5.24 4.52 6.0 7.0 0.0881 0.1239 0.0535 0.1251 *0.0297 0.0359

JS090715_3 4.76 4.48 5.20 4.48 6.0 7.0 0.5319 0.6169 0.4248 0.6173 0.2918 *0.1901

JS090716_1 3.87 3.64 4.54 3.75 6.0 7.0 *0.0172 0.0308 0.0194 0.0232 0.1072 0.1788

Jeoksung 

JS090716_2 3.82 3.60 4.50 3.71 6.0 7.0 0.1417 *0.1179 0.2444 0.1288 0.4981 0.6480

NH090710_1 4.25 4.00 4.82 4.06 6.0 7.0 0.1003 *0.0859 0.1320 0.0896 0.1871 0.2243

NH090721_1 4.45 4.19 4.98 4.23 6.0 7.0 0.0030 0.0108 *0.0014 0.0093 0.0259 0.0619
Namhan- 

Gang 

NH090721_2 4.73 4.45 5.18 4.46 6.0 7.0 0.0437 *0.0284 0.0710 0.0285 0.1224 0.1811

YJ080825_1 6.26 5.89 6.30 5.67 6.0 7.0 0.0018 0.0015 0.0018 *0.0015 0.0016 0.0027

YJ080825_2 5.95 5.60 6.07 5.43 6.0 7.0 0.0013 0.0019 0.0012 0.0023 0.0013 *0.0006

YJ090713_1 6.82 6.43 6.71 6.11 6.0 7.0 0.0219 0.0313 0.0243 0.0417 0.0460 *0.0188

YJ090713_2 6.94 6.53 6.79 6.20 6.0 7.0 0.0191 0.0266 0.0214 0.0364 0.0440 *0.0183

YJ090713_3 6.34 5.97 6.36 5.73 6.0 7.0 0.0038 0.0075 0.0037 0.0112 0.0071 *0.0014

Yeoju 

YJ090714_1 6.64 6.25 6.57 5.97 6.0 7.0 *0.0021 0.0030 0.0022 0.0050 0.0047 0.0026

Sum of Equation (14) 1.5027 1.7657 1.3847 1.7273 2.0530 2.4590

*Represents corresponding equation showing the least value in each case. 
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four equations lie in the range of 4.00 to 5.18 and 
calculated velocity profiles show distribution closer to 
actual measurements compared with 1/6th power 
equations. However, in the case of the Yeoju site which 
has finer bed material, because the calculated  lies in 
the range of 5.60 to 6.94 which is relatively higher than 

 values of Jeoksung or Namhangang, the difference of 
vertical velocity distribution calculated using  from 
the four equations is not large compared with one 
calculated using 1/6th and 1/7th powers. Although 4 
among 6 cases showed best approximation to 1/7th 
power equation, the difference in value of Equation (14) 
was slight. 

m

m
m

4.2. Practical Application of the Relation  
between m and Flow Resistance 

As we have seen previously in 4.1, equations suggested 
for power law exponent are not applicable to all rivers. 
Previous equations on power law exponent including the 
one by ISO [7] well reproduce the vertical velocity 
distribution of the rivers with relatively large bed 
resistance, however, with decreasing bed resistance, the 
their advantage over 1/6 or 1/7 powers becomes minimal. 
There are a number of studies that differentiate power 
law exponent of the flow over rough bed with that over 
smooth bed. Although many articles indicate that 1/6 is 
generally accepted as a power law exponent, on the other 
side, some articles indicate that there may be significant 
change in the power law exponent for the flow over 
rough bed [4,8,16]. 

According to Chen [4], power law exponent varies 
with Reynolds number and relative roughness. For every 
power law exponent, there is a specific range of *u u  
(or 0y y ) where plots of power law and log law 
coincide. The 1/6th power law encompasses a consi- 
derable range of Reynolds number and coincidence zone 
of 0y y  with the log law. Since application range of 
the 1/6th power law includes considerable part of 
application range of the power law with smaller exponent, 
power law with fixed exponent 1/6 may be sufficient for 
most rivers even in smooth bed condition. However, for 
extreme cases such as rivers where there is large scale 
bed roughness due to coarser bed material, conventional 
1/6th power law does not agree with log law and larg- 
er exponent is required. And according to Smart et al. 
[16], the power law exponent can increase to 1/2 in high 
relative roughness conditions. And so he recommends 
1/4th power for the range below 0 100vR Z   (in which 

 is volumetric hydraulic radius, assuming vR

0 80.1 4Z d ). 
As we can see from Moody diagram, as Reynolds 

number increases, flow resistance becomes a function of 
bed material rather than Reynolds number. In other 

words, with higher Reynolds number, power law 
exponent  tends to become solely function of bed 
material size. Nikuradze’s experimental data that Cheng 
used to propose Equation (11) lie in the range of 

m

15 507sr k   (here,  is the radius of the pipe and r

sk  is the roughness height) where if Reynolds number is 
greater than 3000, power law exponent falls into the 
range of 1/7.7 to 1/4.7 [8]. According to Cheng, even as 

sr k  increases 3280% in the experiment data, the 
increase in  is only by 64% from 4.7 to 7.7. And from 
this we can see  is not sensitive to relative roughness. 
Hence, Cheng indicated that for the most cases, 1/6th 
power is sufficiently used [8]. However, noting that 
when 

m
m

sr k  increases by 16 from 15 to 31,  
increases by 0.55 from 4.75 to 5.3 and when 

m

sr k  
increases by 255 from 252 to 507,  increases by 0.6 
from 6.8 to 7.4, we can see that  increases by 
approximately 0.6 while 

m
m

sr k  becomes double. From 
this,  is more sensitive to bed material size over 
rough bed rather than over smooth bed. Therefore it 
concludes that a value greater than 1/6 should be used as 
a power law exponent for rough bed condition [8]. 

m

Figure 4 shows the relationship between fitted  
and 

m

0vR Z  that are used in this study. According to 
Smart et al. [16], based on 0 100vR Z  , data are 
separated into those that will use fixed exponents and 
those that will use increased exponent (1/4) following the 
increase in flow resistance. In this study, because depth 
in the vertical is used as hydraulic radius  instead of 
volumetric hydraulic radius , it is expected there 
will be multiple times differences between those two, but 
considering relative ratio of the sizes of bed materials in 
each measurement site, the effects caused from the 
difference between v  and  are relatively small. 
Therefore, it was concluded that 

 R
 vR

RR

0R Z  can be used in 
classifying process instead of 0vR Z . Figure 4(a) 
classified measured data according to depth of water and 
Figure 4(b) represents them on the same plot according 
to bed material size. Measured data from rivers with 
cobble bed were represented as hollowed circles and 
those from rivers with pebble bed were represented as 
filled triangular symbols. As in the relationship between 
Chezy’s coefficient and power law exponent shown in 
Figure 2, we can see an increasing tendency of fitted  
with increasing 

m

0R Z . When 0  lies in the range 
from 50 to 200, fitted  falls in the range of near 4. In 
case where 

R Z
m

0R Z  is higher than 300, fitted  is equal 
to or greater than 6. 

m

5. Conclusions 

Power law is a simple and convenient method for re- 
presenting vertical velocity profile of natural rivers, but it 
is generally known as an empirical equation. This is  
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Figure 4. The relationship between 0R Z  and fitted  

based on actual measurement. 

m

 
because there is a relatively weak theoretical background 
to power law, especially because it seems that there are 
insufficient bases to apply specific exponents to rivers 
with specific flow conditions. Because previous equa- 
tions used to determine power law exponent are derived 
from relationship with log law or are based on the data 
acquired from laboratory experiments, in order to apply 
these equations to natural river flow, it is necessary to 
obtain suitable assessment. In this study, vertical velocity 
profile data measured by ADCPs in natural rivers in 
South Korea were used to evaluate previous methods for 
determining power law exponent and to find suitable 
application areas. The followings are the summary and 
conclusion of this study. 

First, fitting of power law exponent for the measured 
vertical velocity data was conducted, followed with 
comparison of fitted power law exponents with those 
calculated by the previous four equations. In case of 
small bed roughness, because changes due to bed 
resistance were minimal, widely used powers such as 
Manning’s 1/6 power or Blasius’ 1/7 power compared to 
exponents calculated from equations were found to give 

suitable values. However, in cases of rivers in rough bed 
condition which have higher flow resistance, the value of 
power law exponent increased with flow resistance. This 
is because vertical velocity distribution of 1/6th and 1/7th 
power law shows discrepancy with log law in the range 
in which the effect of flow resistance is higher (that is, in 
the flow with relatively smaller 0y y ) and also it is 
because larger values of exponents are more suitable in 
these ranges. Therefore, four previous equations can be 
viewed as more suitable for rivers in rough bed condition 
than those in smooth bed condition. Finally, we proposed 
the practical guide for determining the power law ex- 
ponent  appropriate for various flow conditions from 
vertical velocity distributions measured in natural river 
channels. 

m
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